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From

www.resti.academy
to

Moodle

- Moodle installed at CUNI in Prague (support)
Moodle login

All should have Moodle account already

Log in training
Learning Menu

- enrolment key restest
- All courses at a glance
- in Each course...
  1. see Description or Introductory video
  2. Interested? ... take Entry quiz (settings)
Quiz of course XY

Try it

+ Finish it and get Enrolment Key for course XY
Course XY

Enter with enrolment key

Choose a door

Explor the course

Try assessment /test/
ReSTI Plaza

• discussion forum for participants

• place to upload finished course materials following the instructions within activities
Assessment /test/

✓ success threshold of each trial = 60%

✓ can be taken 4 times (in between 5 days off)

✓ for 5. trial needs permission from module leader
Remember

Module 1:  1.10 - 4.11. / webinar 12.11. 17.00
Module 2:  5.11. - 31.12. / webinar 14.1. 17.00
Module 3:  1.1. - 3.3. / no webinar since meeting in Budapest
Module 4:  4.3. - 17.4. / webinar discussed later
Module 5:  8.4. - 15.6. / part of Train-the-Trainer Final event
Thank you for your attention
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